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Front-page News

Some events of the day

The "Tour de Pologne" gets on the Pordoi Pass

For the "Tour de Pologne" the street SS.48 is closed till
the crossroads to Sella Pass: 12 – 5 p.m. The stretch
between the crossroads to Sella Pass and the Pordoi
Pass is closed: 7 am – 6 pm (photo: F. Moser, C. Lang e
A. Bertolini on Pordoi near the bike of G. Simoni).

To celebrate its 70th edition, the organizer
Czeslaw Lang opted for the first historical
foreigner trip of the "Tour de Pologne", started
yesterday from Trentino. Moreover, he chose
together with his friend Francesco Moser the
arrival of the second leg on the Pordoi Pass
(2239 m). Today the final rush is expected on
the Dolomite pass at around 4.00 p.m. (the
today’s stage starts in Marilleva at 10.00 a.m.,
and its length is almost 200 km). Amongst the
226 riders, there are also "special guests", like
Vincenzo Nibali, winner of the Giro d’Italia 2013.
The stage is a real party for all the fans of
bicycle, who can reach the finishing line by the
ropeways (cable car from Canazei and cableway
from Pecol) leading to Col dei Rossi, then on
foot until the pass.

"Entorn Delba", what a dash
Canazei
10.30 am – Alba. The traditional running race starts
and arrives at the Hotel La Cacciatora. The track is 8
km long passes along the Avisio River, Pent de la
Roa, Ciasates, Soraperra e Strada de Contrin.
Booking within 9.30 am; cost 18€ including the lunch
"Pranzo del Cacciatore".

The artists’ market
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 am – 7.00 pm – Piaz de Ciampedel. Interesting
open-air market with works, products and tools made
by artists and artisan.

"Ave Maris Stella"’s songs
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 pm – Church of San Giovanni. Concert by the
international feminine Schola Gregoriana "Audi
Filia", directed by Alessandro De Lillo.

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

From Moena to Col de Poza to
Sas da Mesodì

Great Downhill with the 5th
Trofeo Moser Sport at Buffaure

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

To undertake this amazing hike you have to drive
from Moena to the lower station of Lusia cable
car. Take it and get off at the second station.
From here go on the dirt road no.622 passing by
Malga Pozza. Head south-westwards till the
eastern slope of Col de Poza. After the
crossroads with path no.614, the trail goes
westwards till Sforcela de Pozil (2.147 m; 1 h).
Thence turn right on a pathway that connects
Col de Poza and Sas da Mesodì through a
watershed. Keep walking on the ridge until the
peak at an altitude of 2.300 m (1 h; 2hrs). To go
back at the cable car take the path called Troi de
Soldai (the path of soldiers), at first steep
eastwards, then arriving at the cable car with
broad bends (1 h; 3 hrs.).

Today on the "Furiousline" of the Bike Park at
Buffaure, in Pozza di Fassa, takes place the fifth
competition named Trofeo Moser Sport. It is the
second race of the Northeast downhill circuit
(reckless version – just on descent – of the
mountain bike), valid for the provincial
championship. Alfredo Moser, brother of the
champion Francesco, Michele Villis, responsible
for the Northeast circuit and the Fassa Bike’s
guys are the organizers. 130 athletes will
challenge each other today – after some free
rides – at around 10.00 p.m. for the first
manche, and then for the second. At the end of
the competition at the lower station of the
cableway "Pozza-Buffaure", the prize giving of
the winner of each category.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In the 2nd half of the 17th century, the sculptures and decorators working for the workshop Grober
in Campitello produced altars for some Churches of the valley, among which Fontanazzo, Soraga,
Vigo and some villages of the neighbour valleys. The renaissance style of the time shows in the holy
works by the "Grober" the father and two sons following him in a joyous attitude, compared with the
first column altars introduced in Moena. The Grober, in fact, put more columns, with spirals and vine
in relief with angels and break the pediment in order to confer an openwork aspect.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

29/07/2013 (9.00 am)
The world of Medil’s lumberjack.
Booking at "Sport Check Point"
(activity against payment).
Moena

30/07/2013 (9.00 am)
Climbing course for youngsters (7-14
years old): the rock is a gym.
Pozza di Fassa
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